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Introduction
As the number of mobile device users grow, so do the number of apps available to their users.
However, because cybercriminals always go where the money goes, attacks targeting mobile
devices and their users will continuously grow in number as well. That is why there are more and
more mobile threats, including malware and fake apps. It has actually become quite common to
see fake apps shortly after legitimate mobile or PC versions come out.
This research paper provides in-depth information on fake apps, specifically repackaged apps—
those whose .APK files have been modified (i.e., either via insertion or deletion) in order for them
to have additional capabilities that could be malicious in nature.1 Fake apps often sported very
similar user interfaces (UIs), icons, and names as the popular apps they mimicked. They can be
found in third-party sites such as forums and websites although some also appear on official app
stores like Google Play™. They are available for download for long periods of time as long as they
are not detected as malware or as long as they are not considered copyright violators. To spread,
cybercriminals often use various social engineering tactics to trick users into downloading fake
apps.

Fake Apps
A survey of the top 50 free apps available for download in Google Play revealed that almost 80%
of the samples had fake versions (see Figure 1). These apps span a wide range of categories in
Google Play, including Business, Media & Video, and Games.

Apps with
fake versions

77%

Apps without
fake versions

23%

Figure 1: Free apps with and without fake versions that were available in
Google Play

Of roughly the top 10 apps in each category in Google Play, fake versions of the following were
available as shown in Figure 2:
•

100% of the apps categorized under Widgets, Media & Video, and Finance

•

90% of the apps categorized under Business, Music & Audio, and Weather

•

Approximately 70% of the apps categorized under Games, Books and Reference, and Live
Wallpapers
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•

Approximately 60% of the apps categorized under Sports and Education

•

40% of the apps categorized under Medical
Widgets
100%
Media & Video
100%
Lifestyle
100%
Finance
100%
Travel & Local
100%
Tools
100%
Shopping
90%
Business
90%
Music & Audio
90%
Photography
90%
Weather
90%
Transportation
90%
Productivity
90%
News & Magazines 90%
Health & Fitness
89%
Personalization
80%
Entertainment
70%
Games
70%
Books & Reference 70%
Comics
70%
Communication
70%
Live Wallpaper
70%
Social
70%
Sports
60%
Education
60%
Medical
40%
Libraries & Demo
30%

100%

50%

0

Figure 2: Analysis of the top apps per Google Play category

Fake apps were more likely to be high-risk apps or malware rather than just mere harmless
copycats.2 As of April this year, of the 890,482 sample fake apps discovered from various sources,
59,185 were detected as aggressive adware and 394,263 were detected as malware. Among the
fake apps, more than 50% were deemed malicious (see Figure 3).

Malicious

51%

Nonmalicious

49%

Figure 3: Ratio of malicious to nonmalicious fake apps
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Rogue Antivirus Apps
Rogue antivirus apps are probably the most common fake apps in the mobile threat
landscape. In early 2012, for instance, FAKEAV samples targeted Android devices.
And in 2013, an outbreak of mobile FAKEAV malware ensued. An example of this is
ANDROIDOS_FAKEAV.F, which spoofed Bitdefender® (see Figure 4).3 This fake app
spoofed Bitdefender’s name and asked victims to install it with administrator privileges
so it would be harder to remove. Like rogue antivirus on computers, the app fakes device
scanning and shows bogus infections to convince users to purchase its full version.

Figure 4: Screenshots showing how ANDROIDOS_FAKEAV.F works

A more recent example of a rogue antivirus app known as “Virus Shield” received a 4.7star rating after being downloaded more than 10,000 times, mostly with the aid of bots.
This app has, been taken down by Google.4 It was able to fool thousands of users with
its professional look and promised features such as preventing harmful apps from being
installed on their devices; scanning apps, settings, files, and media in real time; and
protecting their personal information. It even became a top new paid app in Google Play
sold at US$3.99 each (see Figures 5 and 6). An in-depth look at it, however, revealed that
all of its claims were untrue and that it was, indeed, a rogue antivirus app.
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Figure 5: Virus Shield’s purchase page on Google Play

Figure 6: Proof of Virus Shield becoming a top paid app in Google Play
before it was taken down

Google took down the app a few days after it was made available although it is perplexing
how a fake app could become a top paid app with just the aid of good reviews.
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Repackaged Apps
Repackaging apps for use in malicious schemes is becoming the norm and therefore pose
serious risks. Over the past few years, cybercriminals have repackaged instant-messaging
(IM), game, and other apps to steal money from their victims.5, 6

Trojanized Apps
Trojanized apps are repackaged apps that exhibit malicious behaviors. Note
that unlike repackaged apps, which may not necessarily be malicious in nature,
Trojanized apps are always tagged as “malicious” because they exhibit harmful
behaviors.
FAKEBANK Malware
In early June 2013, some FAKEBANK and BANKUN malware used the
Google Play icon to trick users into downloading and running them.7, 8 These
malware silently uninstalled and replaced some South Korean banking
apps with Trojanized versions that aided cybercriminals in phishing attacks
by stealing victims’ financial information (see Figure 7). Personal data such
as mobile phone number, username, password, account number, and other
information of users of the app who supplied their account credentials was
stolen and sent to a remote server.

Figure 7: Screenshots of the Trojanized version of a South Korean
banking app
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Trojanized Game Apps
Flappy Bird was indeed one of the
hottest Android games in the first
quarter of 2014. It was, in fact,
downloaded more than 50 million
times before its developer decided to
pull it down from app stores. Instead of
killing interest in the game, however,
the move piqued public curiosity,
which prompted cybercriminals to
launch Trojanized versions of the
app.9 One such version asked users
to permit its developer to send them
text messages that could result in
additional costs (see Figure 8).
Some Trojanized versions had a
Figure 8: Additional permission
payment feature that was not part of the
sought by a Trojanized Flappy
original app and so were categorized
Bird version
as “premium service abusers.”10
These sent users premium-rate text
messages, causing them to incur
unwanted additional charges (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Sample premium-rate text messages sent via Trojanized Flappy
Bird versions

Trojanized Instant-Messaging Apps
BlackBerry® Messenger (BBM) is one of the most popular IM apps today.
It allows users to communicate with others (i.e., send instant messages,
call, share pictures, and leave voice messages) across mobile platforms.
Unofficial builds of the app were leaked to the public, which derailed its
release.
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In June 2013, before BlackBerry made its apps available in Google Play,
some Trojanized BBM versions were discovered as FAKEBBM variants
(see Figure 10).11 Cybercriminals took advantage of the anticipation for
BBM availability for Android, resulting in more than 100,000 repackaged
app downloads. These apps, however, exhibited aggressive advertising
network properties and were taken down from Google Play.

Figure 10: Google App download page for fake BBM for Android

Some Trojanized BBM versions also surfaced.

How Cybercriminals Trojanize Apps
SDK Modification
Most mobile apps may be downloaded and used free of charge. Legitimate developers
make money from them by pushing advertisements to users. Cybercriminals, however,
add mobile ad software development kits (SDKs) to their own creations or replace the
mobile ad SDKs in already-existing apps so they would receive the revenue instead of the
original developers.
Almost 65% of the repackaged apps we analyzed had modified advertising SDKs (i.e., via
insertion or deletion). Almost 47% of these apps had at least one mobile ad SDK while
49.42% had 2‒19 SDKs and 3.81% used 20 or more SDKs. Note that each SDK served
one ad. So an app with one SDK serves one ad, one with two SDKs served two ads, and
so on.
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An example of such a Trojanized app, detected as a
FAKEUMG variant, abused an SDK known as “Umeng” in
October 2013.12
This malicious app makes sure that its behaviors are
registered as the main activity so it can intercept its victims’
text messages (see Figure 11).
When executed, it requests for ads from a remote URL,
unlike the real Umeng SDK, then silently sends premium
text messages with the aid of the Java™ Native Interface
(JNI), which makes the code more difficult to decompile and
analyze.13 It also has the ability to intercept text messages
from the numbers texted to prevent users from finding
out that their devices have been infected and that they
would most likely be heavily charged for SMS usage (see
Figure 12).

Figure 11: Code structure of
the FAKEUMG sample

Figure 12: Code that blocks SMS in the FAKEUMG sample

Malicious Code Insertion
The most common means to Trojanize apps is by inserting some malicious code into their
classes.dex file. Modifying an app’s classes.dex file can result in various payloads. Most
malicious apps that have been Trojanized this way usually exhibit more than one bad
behavior.
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Premium Service Abuse
Some Trojanized apps send text messages to premium numbers without user
consent. These apps can also intercept incoming replies to ensure that users are
not alerted to the fact that their mobile phones sent text messages without their
consent.
A good example of this is a Trojanized mobile browser app, each version of which
obtains around 1 million downloads. Compared with the contents of the legitimate
app, the premium service abuser had a package called “com.baidu8” (see
Figure 13). Some receivers, which allow the app to intercept replies from premium
service numbers so the users will not be alerted to the malicious behavior, were
also listed in their AndroidManifest.xml file—one that every Android app has, which
presents essential information before it can run any code (see Figure 14).14

Figure 13: Comparison of the code structures of the legitimate (left) and
repackaged (right) QQ Browser app

Figure 14: Modified AndroidManifest.xml file of the repackaged QQ
Browser app analyzed
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The malicious app queries a preset list of phone numbers and SMS content built
into its code. It selects special premium service numbers and content, depending
on the users’ mobile network operator (see Figure 15).

Figure 15: Code that silently sends text messages to premium-rate
numbers in the repackaged QQ Browser app analyzed

The malicious app also registers an SMS receiver that intercepts text messages
from the network operator informing users that they texted a premium number (see
Figure 16).

Figure 16: Code that blocks text messages from premium service
providers in the repackaged QQ Browser app analyzed

Data Theft
Some Trojanized apps also collect user information such as phone numbers, contact
lists, text messages, email addresses, browser histories, and installed apps.
An example of such a malicious app steals a user’s contact list and sends the
stolen data to a remote site.15 To steal data, an SDK called “zoo.tiger.sdk” was
inserted into the legitimate version’s code (see Figures 17 and 18). Several
receivers and services have been registered in the AndroidMainifest.xml file as
well. When executed, the SDK collects the names in a victim’s contact list and
sends the information to a list of remote websites.
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Figure 17: Code that steals victims’ lists of contacts in the sample
data-stealing app analyzed

Figure 18: Code that sends victims’ lists of contacts to attackers in the
sample data-stealing app analyzed

Malware Download
Some malicious apps insert download code into
legitimate ones so these would silently download
other APKs, which may cause the victims to incur
additional network charges.
An example of a malware downloader is a Trojanized
version of a popular video app that has been taken
off Google Play.
This app has been inserted with a package called
“com.zdt.downfile,” which starts a download service
that accesses a remote website (see Figure 19). This
allows cybercriminals to obtain victims’ app lists and
silently download malicious apps onto their devices
(see Figure 20).

Figure 19: Code structure
of the sample malicious
downloader analyzed
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Figure 20: Code that downloads malware in the sample malicious
downloader analyzed

Remote Access and Control
Gaining remote control over a device means obtaining the ability to send and/
or receive malicious responses and/or commands to and/or from a remote C&C
server.
An example of this is a Trojanized version of Stupid Birds, which has been injected
with code that allows infected devices to access a remote URL to receive commands
such as silently download an .APK file or put a shortcut icon on the victims’ device
screen so every time it is tapped, access to the malicious site is established (see
Figures 21 and 22).16

Figure 21: Code that allows the attackers to gain control of victims’ devices
in the sample remote controller analyzed
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Figure 22: Code that allows attackers to send commands to infected
devices in the sample remote controller analyzed

Protection from Uninstallation
Some Trojanized apps come in the guise of Android Device Administration
application programming interfaces (APIs) in order to avoid uninstallation. An
example of this is a Trojanized version of a famous payment app in China.17
This app’s AndroidManifest.xml file had code that allowed it to avoid being
uninstalled (see Figure 23).

Figure 23: Modified AndroidManifest.xml file that helps the Trojanized app
avoid uninstallation
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During installation, the users see a prompt to do so (see
Figure 24). Afterward, they will see a prompt that says, “The application cannot be
installed,” even if it has actually been installed (see Figure 25).

Figure 25: Option page victims see when trying
to uninstall the Trojanized app

Figure 24: Activation prompt that victims of
these types of apps see

Apart from tricking the users that it has not been installed in their devices, the app
also tricks them into giving out their account credentials then sends the stolen
information via SMS to cybercriminals (see Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Code that steals victims’ account credentials in this type of app

The malicious app also registers an SMS receiver to intercept incoming text
messages that could warn users of device infection (see Figure 27).

Figure 27: Code that blocks text messages in this type of app

Additional .DEX File Insertion
SDK modification and malicious code insertion change an .APK file’s certificate.
Inserting an additional .DEX file, meanwhile, by exploiting the Master Key
vulnerability allows malicious apps to keep their original certificates. Classes.dex
files can contain malicious code that can infect normal .APK files. Apps that have
been Trojanized this way load and execute malicious classes.dex files.
In the past several months, several malware have been modified this way, including
Trojanized versions of Mobile QQ, YouTube, Opera, and other popular apps.18
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An example of this is a Trojanized version of a popular game detected as
ANDROIDOS_EXPLOITSIGN.HRX that has been downloaded from Google Play
more than 1 million times.
Compared with the legitimate version’s code structure, malicious code was inserted
into the Trojanized version’s com.google package and AndroidManifest.xml file,
which allows a receiver to register several user actions (see Figure 28). These
actions include starting the com.google.service.MainService that automatically
downloads other apps from a malicious site (see Figure 29).

Figure 28: Comparison of the code structures of the legitimate (left) and
repackaged (right) app’s classes.dex file

Figure 29: Code inserted into the app’s AndroidManifest.xml file
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When executed, one of the actions—com.google.safemain.OtherReceiver—
registered in the AndroidMainifest.xml file is activated. This then starts com.google.
safemain.MainSevice.
The app then checks if an infected device has an anti-malware app. If it does not,
the app starts threading com.google.service.b and com.google.service.c to obtain
the victim’s contact list and send it to the attackers (see Figure 30).

Figure 30: Code that allows the app to steal victims’ contact lists

Tools Used to Repackage Apps
The most commonly used tools to repackage apps include android-apktool, dex2jar, jd-gui, and
ded.19, 20, 21, 22 These tools have legitimate uses. However, because they are open source tools,
they have been abused by cybercriminals to create malicious apps.
Developers can also use tools that automatically repackage apps, depending on their needs.
Examples of such apps include back2smali.jar and AXMLPrinter.jar.23, 24 Like the tools mentioned
above, these have legitimate uses but have been misused as well.

Repackaged Apps and Third-Party App Stores
Several third-party app stores distribute repackaged apps, some of which are even Trojanized
(see Figure 31). Most repackaged apps have been injected with aggressive advertising modules
that can act as remote-control backdoors, which may pose huge risks to users.
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Figure 31: Screenshots of third-party app stores that offer repackaged
versions of popular apps

More than 500 OPFAKE variants can be downloaded from some third-party app stores.25 The
Trojanized Flappy Bird versions previously mentioned are examples of these. Not only did they
contain potentially malicious advertising code, they also abused premium services to profit from
unsuspecting users.
Many third-party app stores in China still offer repackaged apps for download, several of which
are Trojanized (see Figure 32).
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Figure 32: Screenshot of a third-party app store in China that offers
Trojanized apps

In forum posts, mobile bot and builder source codes that can
automate mobile app repackaging with different configurations
are advertised. Many cybercriminals also traded mobile botnets in
forums on a daily basis (see Figure 33).

Figure 33: Sample forum
posts offering crimeware
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Conclusion
Even though it is difficult for app developers and stores to completely protect themselves from
suffering the adverse effects of repackaging, they can try to use complex file encapsulation or
encryption techniques. Doing so can deter cybercriminals from repackaging their apps. App stores,
meanwhile, would do well to implement strict rules and audit mechanisms with regard to making
apps available for user download. Developers, for instance, should not be allowed to put up an
app for download that looks very similar to an already-existing one not only in terms of appearance
but also in terms of code. Google Play already implements such a rule.
To stay protected from all kinds of mobile threats, including fake apps, download only from trusted
sites such as official app stores. Using an effective security solution such as Trend Micro Mobile
Security for Android Devices is also strongly advised.26
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